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Why do you need a
POS on cloud? 

A browser, internet connection and eZee 
Optimus. That’s all you need to manage 
your F&B business smartly.

● To run your restaurant from 

anywhere.

● To get instant updates with zero 

downtime.

● To reduce your efforts with 

streamlined operations.
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Handle different types of orders 
without a hitch.

Be it dine-in, take away, room 
service or delivery.

Take the orders with all details and 
bring it precisely on the table.
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Order management 
Order management 
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Anything you do with eZee Optimus is effortless

Table management gets 
easier then ever.

Assign servers, transfer 
orders: All in a trice.

Handle session wise, day wise, 
season wise menu in a jiffy.

Organize your extensive menu by 
collecting it in into groups, 

sub-groups, and categories. 
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Table management and menu management 
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Anything you do with eZee Optimus is effortless

Get the guest check to verify the 
order.

Managing your discounts, deals 
and offers gets easy.

Offer your guests multiple 
payment modes.

Settle receipts and split bills as 
per your guests’ requests.
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Payments and billing management 
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effortlessi

Keep a real-time control on 
your inventory and stock.

Forget the threats of theft 
and wastage.

 

Set a threshold value for your 
inventories and get alerts when 

they reached that level.

Thus, you can never go 
understock or overstock.
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Inventory and stock management 
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Anything you do with eZee Optimus is effortless

Day close gets as simple as 2 
steps.

Get through all the required 
reports.
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Day close and user roles management

Create users and allot privileges 
to them as per their roles.

Secure your sensitive data from 
unauthorized access.
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Anything you do with eZee Optimus is effortless

Devise your restaurant 
performance everyday by daily 
reports.

Sales and purchase; 
Receivables and payables - get 
everything on a single tab.
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Detailed insights and reports

No more settling down with 
default reports.

Get your reports in your way with 
customized report module.
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Anything you do with eZee Optimus is effortless

Managing shifts gets easier and 
convenient.

Track the income and expenses 
during each shift.

You get precise opening and 
closing balance.

Get all the detailed reports of 
any particular shift.
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Shift management
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Anything you do with eZee Optimus is effortless

Marketing your restaurant 
gets sorted.

Attract your guests by 
sending emails and  SMS.

Your guests get bills in their 
preferred language and currency.

Their preferences are saved, which 
makes you serve them better. 
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Guest engagement 
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Anything you do with eZee Optimus is effortless

None of the activities at your 
restaurant gets unnoticed.

Closely follow each edited, 
deleted or updated 
transactions with audit logs. 

 

Grant or deny the access 
permissions as and when 

required.

With no option called delete; 
you have every changes saved
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Secured and stable

#
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Restaurant chains

Create and manage N number 
of outlets from one place.

Day close is as easy for single 
or multiple outlets.

Manage your chainwide staff 
access.

Get the consolidated reports of 
your entire chain.
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Present menu, print the bills and 
receipts right from the app.

With no installation troubles, start 
managing restaurant on the fly.                         

Tablet-based Restaurant POS app
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Simplified orders with order taking app

Take and manage your orders 
with/without internet. 

Deliver fast orders and impart the best 
guest experience round the clock.
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When POS is extended to work with peripherals 

PMS Integration 

Seamlessly integrated with our cloud based hotel software eZee Absolute.

Payment Gateways

Integration with major payment gateways, you can accept payments 
through any mode. 

Financial Accounting Integration 

Integration with the major financial accountings to streamline your tax 
filing and maintain the exact cash flow.
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This is what I was looking for a Hospitality 
Software !! 

It is worth the money we spend on it! Easy and 24/7 Help support available. 

Easy to use, training and support on fingertips. They develop lot of reports 

based on the user preference. For me they did Maldives Tax report, 

Occupancy report and is developing green tax automation! Liabilities (Such 

as Taxes) are easy to track in different reports.

Ali A.
Manager of Six In One Private Limited
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Testimony
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Clientele

Cafe Seppia Maldives Dubai Sugar and 
spice bites

Netherlands

The story wall 
Bistro

Bangalore Mumbai The Dibary Café Belize

And many more...
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Dallah coffee 
shop

Kha ghar

http://www.indigohouse.la/indigocafe.html
http://sunsetmaldives.net/v1/
http://www.poshrandb.biz/
http://www.kuredhibeach.com/
http://atticasky.com/
http://treehillcottages.com/
https://www.ezeeoptimus.com/clients.php
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Integrated Hospitality Solutions

Hotel

Management Software

Hotel

Booking Engine
Hotel

Channel Manager
Central

Reservation System

Reputation

Management System
Restaurant

POS Software

Hotel & Restaurant

Website Builder Software
Hotel Revenue 

Management Software



Try eZee Optimus for free

Automate and streamline your restaurant business 

Our system takes care of all your restaurant 
operations, while you welcome more guests

Try eZee Optimus, FREE for 14 days
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http://ezeeoptimus.com/freetrial.php
http://ezeeoptimus.com/freetrial.php
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We are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week! And we are quite famous for 
that

Email

Live Chat

Phone

Real Time Messaging

Unlimited Training

FAQs  
+91-261-677-8777 Find Answers

Connect now

cm@ezeetechnosys.com

Set it up

Skype: ezee.technosys

Live Support
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https://is.gd/5IfJR2
http://ezeeoptimus.com/faqs.php
http://www.ezeetechnosys.com/livesupport/
mailto:support@ezeetechnosys.com
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https://ezeecloudtraining.setmore.com/
https://www.skype.com/en/
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Let these numbers do the talkingLet these numbers do the talking
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159K+
Users Of 
Software

500+
Third Party 

Integrations

105+
Regional Support 

Centers

50+
Languages 
Supported

16+
Years In 
Industry

33,000+
Happy Clients 

Worldwide

170+
Countries

300+
Distributors
Worldwide
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All-in-one integrated 
solutions

Excellent user 
experience

Free trial for software 
evaluation

Solid after-sale 
support and training 

Regular product updates
and customizations

Live demo in your 
restaurant data

Why eZee?
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Head Office

Address
eZee Technosys Pvt. Ltd.
D-113, International Trade Center, Majura 
Gate, Surat Gujarat, India. 
Pin Code: 395002

Contact

Sales Phone
Support Phone

USA Phone

+91-997-897-2220
+91-261-677-8777

+1-510-764-1791

Email

sales@ezeetechnosys.com
support@ezeetechnosys.com

Regional Office - Malaysia

Phone

Email sales@ezeetechnosys.com.my

+6 016 229 3357, +6 016 229 3356

Regional Office - Goa

Phone +91 89757 54474, +91 73500 18089

+6 03 9281 2216, +6 012 231 1194 
(Office)

Contact Us
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Email goa@ezeetechnosys.com

WhatsApp/Viber +91-997-897-2220

mailto:sales@ezeetechnosys.com
mailto:support@ezeetechnosys.com
mailto:sales@ezeetechnosys.com.my
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